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ABSTRACT

Seismic acquisition is a trade-off between economy and quality. Deblending of simulta-
neous source data, which allows a temporal overlap between shot records, has significant
advantages to improve data quality (e.g., denser shooting) and reduce acquisition cost (e.g.,
efficient wide-azimuth shooting). Deblending may use the coherency property of simul-
taneous source data that varies in different domains. Common shot gathers (CSGs) can
be converted into common midpoint gather, common receiver gather, or common image
gather for deblending. Angle domain common image gathers (ADCIGs) can be extracted
from Poynting vector or energy norm in reverse time migration(RTM). This report investi-
gates blended data in the common image domain and creates an angle-related deblending
method in ADCIGs.

INTRODUCTION

The blended acquisition technique targets at removing the limitation of no interference be-
tween adjacent shots by allowing sources to be shot simultaneously (Berkhout et al., 2009).
The largest issue in simultaneous-source processing is intense crosstalk noise between ad-
jacent shots, which poses a challenge for conventional processing (Chen et al., 2014).

Common image gathers are an important output of prestack depth migration. They not
only can provide a velocity model for depth migration, but also can provide amplitude
and phase information for subsequent subsurface attribute interpretation. Offset domain
common image gathers (ODCIGs) and ADCIGs are seismic images organized by offset or
incidence angle respectively at the reflection point.

Offset domain common image gather

ODCIGs are useful for migration velocity analysis and amplitude variation-to-offset (AVO)
studies.

The offset in ODCIG normally refers to the distance between the shot and receiver on the
surface. Later the concept of offset was extended to the subsurface offset between the
upgoing and downgoing wavefields (Rickett and Sava, 2002), as shown in Fig 1. Offset
changes from a data-space parameter to a model-space parameter by migration. In a reflec-
tion raytrace, the subsurface offset is continuous as the depth increases. The ODCIGs can
be produced by either Kirchhoff migration or wavefield continuation migration (Sava and
Fomel, 2003).

Angle domain common image gather

Angle domain common image gathers are a seismic slices recorded along reflection an-
gle for each image point. Similar to ODCIGs, the ADCIGs can also be produced by
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FIG. 1. Offset in the subsurface (Rickett and Sava, 2002)

pre-imaging methods like Kirchhoff methods (Xu et al., 2001) or wave-equation meth-
ods (De Bruin et al., 1990). These two methods are based on the wave equation, so there’s
no sensitivity to the ray-traced angle. The ADCIG can also be computed after-imaging
(Biondi and Shan, 2002; Rickett and Sava, 2002) or transferred from ODCIG by Fourier
Transform (Sava and Fomel, 2003).

Blended acquisition

A suitable method to reduce acquisition costs is to employ blended acquisition. While
conventional acquisitions record energy coming from only one source at a time, blended
acquisitions record energy coming from multiple sources simultaneously (Garottu, 1983;
Beasley et al., 1998; Berkhout, 2008), as shown in Figure 2. We call the shot record of
blended acquisition "supershot". Compared with the traditional acquisition method, blend-
ing acquisitions can save time and achieve denser shot density. On the other hand, seismic
processing normally requires unblended shot records, so deblending with different meth-
ods (Berkhout, 2008; Mahdad et al., 2011; Akerberg et al., 2008; Beasley, 2008; Abma and
Yan, 2009) was introduced to separate supershots into single shots. To facilitate deblend-
ing, often shots are fired with some random time delay between them (Berkhout et al.,
2009; Mahdad et al., 2011). Simultaneous source data (also called blended data) can be
synthesized from the non-overlapping (conventional) sources data by the following equa-
tion

b = ΓD (1)

where b is the blended data, D represents the non-overlapping sources data cube, and Γ
is the blending operator representing the sources firing times (Berkhout, 2008). Blended
data b can be separated using the adjoint operator of the blending operator (called pseudo-
deblending operator)

D′ = ΓT b (2)

where D′ is the pseudo-deblended data cube.
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b) are illustrations of conventional single shot acquisition and (c) is blended shot
acquisition.

For shots with time delays, it is possible to separate blended shots by converting from the
shot domain to other domains. Unless the time delays are removed, seismic events are
incoherent across traces that contain different shots (and therefore different time delays).
For example, this happens in the midpoint, receiver, common offset, azimuth vectors, angle
domain, and offset domains.

For each target shot in one supershot, there is a set of dithering time delays. Consequently,
the size of the data increases by nblend times, where nblend is the number of sources simul-
taneously. Utilizing time delays, we could remove the corresponding time delay for each
shot inside each "supershots." The target shot that sets the delay time is the shot we want
to separate, and all the other shots are unwanted noise. In that way, we dither each shot
record in the shot domain and add zero paddings for the blank. After dithering, the target
shot turns coherent while all the other shots remain incoherent in other domains because
delay time only fits with the target shot.

METHOD

Deblending using RTM

RTM is a migration method that is based on the two-way wave equation. Compared with
migration methods based on the one-way wave equation, RTM has better results for com-
plex structures like salt structures. RTM is initially introduced by many authors (Baysal
et al., 1983; Whitmore, 2005; McMECHAN, 1983).

The concept of deblending by migration/demigration is that Green functions can act as basis
functions onto which we can decompose the seismic data, independently of whether data
are blended or not. In previous work, this has been done with Stolt operators (Trad et al.,
2012; Ibrahim and Sacchi, 2015), but in those cases, the basis functions were more akin to
apex shifted hyperbolas that represent true scatter responses. In deblending by migration,
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we map the blended data to their true location since RTM can naturally handle simultaneous
shots. The cross-correlation imaging condition automatically deblends blended energy.
Although some crosstalk remains, that can be taken care of using least-squares reverse
time migration (LSRTM). Therefore, the blended energy is mapped to the correct reflector
model, which can be used to predict the data to any arbitrary acquisition geometry, as it
has also been done for data regularization (Trad, 2015). Demigrating the estimated RTM
image to individual shots rather than supershots produces unblended data. The quality
of deblending and migration is related to the incoherency of blending interferences in the
common receiver domain. The incoherency of the blending interferences is related to the
randomness (dithering) of the shots.

The ADCIG can be obtained in RTM using flux density vector( Poynting vector).

Angle domain common image gather from Poynting vector

One method for extracting ADCIG during RTM is utilizing the Poynting vector (Dickens
and Winbow, 2011).

The Poynting vector represents the directional energy flux of a wavefield (Stratton, 2007).
The Poynting vector computation in seismic wavefield is

S = −υP = −∇P dP
dt
P (3)

where S is the Poynting vector, −υ is the velocity vector and P is the stress wavefield
(Cerveny, 2005). The S shares the same direction with the ray trace, so the angle between
Ssource and Sreceivers is twice the value of reflection value.

cos2θ =
SsourceSreceivers

|Ssource||Sreceivers|
(4)

where θ is the reflection angle. so the θ is

θ =
1

2
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|Ssource||Sreceivers|
(5)
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1

2
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(6)

and vector perpendicular to the reflection plane is

S = (Ssource + Sreceivers)/|cos2θ| (7)

The azimuth can also be computed, and in the 2D case, it is either 0◦ or 180◦. With the
angle information, the common angle gather can be obtained after RTM without external
computation. The result of normal RTM is the cross-correlation of shot wavefield and re-
ceiver wavefield. It is the summation of all angle gathers. To get the ADCIG, the reflection
angle θ is introduced in RTM’s image condition.
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Angle domain common image gather from energy norm

In this section, the energy-norm imaging condition is derived using an analytical wavefield
(Sun et al., 2017). The energy norm with respect to a symmetric positive definite (SPD)
matrix M can be defined as:

e2(u) = ||u||M = uᵀMu . (8)

where u is the wavefield.

In the acoustic case, the imaging condition based on the energy-norm is also referred to
as the impedance sensitivity kernal (Zhu et al., 2009) or the inverse scattering imaging
condition (Whitmore and Crawley, 2012):

Ia = ρuᵀ
twt + (v∇u)ᵀ(v∇w) . (9)

where ρ is density, t is time,u and w is the forward and backward wavefield. ut = ∂u/∂t.

For general elastic media, the energy norm imaging condition can be expressed as (Kiyashchenko
et al., 2007; Rocha et al., 2016)

Ie = ρuᵀ
tut + uᵀDCDᵀu . (10)

It is important to note that the inverse and forward scattering imaging conditions using
scalar and vector analytical wavefields discussed in this section are not restricted to one-
step wave extrapolation. There are different ways of obtaining an analytical wavefield
using conventional finite-different or pseudo-spectral wave extrapolation, for example, by
separately propagating a wavefield using a Hilbert-transformed source wavelet (Shen and
Albertin, 2015; Hu et al., 2016) and using it as the imaginary part of the analytical wave-
field.

Deblending from common image gather

The common image gather can be utilized in the deblending algorithm. In blended ac-
quisition, forward energy coming from different sources has various reflection angles at
the image point. The ADCIG calculated from the Poynting vector or energy norm could
deblend the blended gathers by separating waves with different reflection angles.

The reflection angle is computed from the wave direction vector in the source and receiver
wavefield. This paper improves the angle calculating algorithm from the conventional com-
putation 5 to the clockwise angle computation, as shown in Figure3. The shot energy
coming from different sides of the image point has opposite rotation direction angles. One
is clockwise and the other is counterclockwise. The cross-product of the two vectors could
compute the clockwise/ counterclockwise property, as shown in equation 11.

sin2θ =
Ssource × Sreceivers

|Ssource||Sreceivers|
(11)

θ =
1

2
arcsin

Ssource × Sreceivers

|Ssource||Sreceivers|
(12)
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FIG. 3. Reflection angle is the angle between the incident vector and the reflected vector. One
angel is clockwise while the other is counterclockwise.

In 2D, if we set the source stress wavefield as Ps and receiver stress wavefield as Pr, the
reflection angle θ turns into

θ =
1

2
arccos
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and vector perpendicular to the reflection plane is

S = (Ssource + Sreceivers)/|sin2θ| (14)

The cross-product of the two vectors can be positive or negative, which indicates the
clockwise/counter-clockwise reflection angle. The cross product could only compute the
angle from 0 to 90 degrees while the dot product in equation 4 could cover the angle from
0 to 180 degrees.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A five-layered velocity model is used to examine the results, as shown in Figure 4. There
are 800 data points both vertically and horizontally. The grid size is 5x5 meters. The
internal velocities in each layer are 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 km/s respectively from surface
to bottom. For all the acquisition coordinates, there are 800 geophones on the surface.

In the unblended acquisition coordinates, the shot interval is 40 meters. The ADCIGs
computed from the Poynting vector are shown in Figure 5, the energy norm one has the
same results. It can be seen that all 4 reflectors are displayed clearly, but the amplitude
at all layers vary as the angle changes, except the most shadow reflector. Generally, small
angles have higher amplitudes compared to the large angles. The high amplitude zone
moves towards a small angle direction as the depth increases, which corresponds to the
reality that the reflection angle decreases as depth increases. There is an outlier area at the
top right corner, which shows the ADCIG is limited in shadow depth for large reflection
angles. There are large artifacts on 80 degrees from 0.2km to 0.8km. The reason for that
remains unclear. In the blended acquisition coordinates, the shot interval is also 40 meters,
but two sources are shot simultaneously at a constant distance of 400 meters. The ADCIG
for blended acquisition is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the blended ADCIG
has a higher amplitude and large angle coverage than the unblended one, that’s because
the energy ejected into the subsurface is double the quantity of the unblended acquisition
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FIG. 4. 5-layered velocity model.

FIG. 5. ADCIG for unblended data.
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FIG. 6. ADCIG for blended data

FIG. 7. ADCIG for deblended data1.

and larger offset, which enhance the data quality. The artifact in 80 degrees doesn’t exist
in the blend ADCIG, indicating the blended acquisition could attenuate some unwanted
noise. The outlier area at the top right corner is not as apparent as the unblended one, we
could distinguish the reflector below the outlier. Similar to the unblended ADCIG, all 4
reflectors are displayed clearly, and the amplitude at each layer varies as the angle changes.
The high amplitude zone moves towards a small-angle direction as the depth increases.
Using the deblending algorithm from equation 3, the blended ADCIG can be deblended
into to deblended ADCIG, as shown in Figure 7 and 8. It can be seen that the deblended
ADCIG is not as sharp as the blended ADCIG. The two deblended ADCIG are exactly
alike because the acquisition coordinate is symmetric, but one is clockwise angle and the
other is counterclockwise. There are unwanted noises between the reflectors. One possible
source of the noise can be the crosstalk between the sources. And the artifacts attenuated
by blending in the 80 degrees exist again.
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FIG. 8. ADCIG for deblended data2.

CONCLUSIONS

Simultaneous-source acquisition could improve data quality and reduce acquisition costs.
Offset and angle domain common image gathers are an important output of prestack depth
migration. The ADCIG can be derived from the Poynting vector or energy norm in RTM.
Blended acquisition in ADCIG could attenuate noise, increase angle coverage, and improve
image quality. The deblending algorithm in ADCIG is not perfect: it would recover the
noise attenuated by blending and create noise by the crosstalk of different sources. But it
can deblend energy coming from a different angle of the image point.
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